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Management commentaryManagement commentary

The Latin America MSCI closed up 1% in USD in June, outperforming both emerging (-2.6% dragged down by Chinese equities) and developed markets (-2.3% on the back of the
escalating Greek crisis). Basic materials prices lost ground, including iron ore. Brazil (+3.8%) and Colombia (+1.3%) outperformed while Chile (-6.9%), Peru (-2.4%) and Mexico (-0.9%)
underperformed. Brazil’s strength was mostly driven by currency appreciation (supported by higher domestic interest rates) and the release of an infrastructure program while economic
indicators (mainly inflation, unemployment and GDP expectations) continued to deteriorate. Colombian equities benefited from the strong positive performance of financials despite
negative economic headlines, twin deficits, oil price and currency heading lower. In Mexico, consumer recovery was offset by disappointing manufacturing activity and weak currency.
Chilean equities were weaker due to lower copper price, currency weakness, disappointing growth metrics and environmental emergency measures in Santiago (due to lack of rain and
wind). In Peru, rising inflation and low construction outweighed decent economic activity.

The fund continued to outperform its index in June. Contributions came essentially from country allocation (large underweight on Chile) and stock picking (overweight Brazilian exporters).
We continued to reduce consumption in Brazil on expected further weakness, and also reduced real estate in Mexico on expectations of rate hikes and fear of oversupply. We slightly raised
materials and utilities in Brazil on stock picking.
Most Latin America economies are not yet recovering and the second half of 2015 could still fluctuate along China’s economic deceleration and the perspective of US rate hikes. Still, a
number of factors seem encouraging for patient investors: (i) commodity prices have adjusted and are no longer in China-investment-bubble territory (although long bear cycles in
commodities could result in depressed markets for longer); (ii) monetary easing by the Bank of China should help smooth the pace of economic slowdown (even though potential risks
associated with the property market and excess leverage have to be monitored); (iii) though politically painful, execution of fiscal consolidation and inflation targeting in Brazil are underway;
(iv) the US recovery remains sluggish, suggesting that Fed tightening will be very gradual and limited (a scenario which seems, to a large extent, already priced into emerging and Latin
America equities); (v) valuations look increasingly undemanding in the context of a bottoming cycle. We keep favoring Peru and Mexico on better macro-economic visibility but see more
and more value opportunities in Brazil, while remaining cautious on the country’s currency and consumption outlook. We focus on stock picking in Chile and Colombia where we stay
underweight on oil and copper price uncertainties.
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Legal informationLegal information

Amundi Funds is a UCITS organised as an open-ended investment company (société d’investissement à capital variable, “SICAV”) under the laws of the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg, and
is regulated by the Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier (“CSSF”). Number of registration RCS B68.806. UK retail investors will not have any protection under the UK Financial
Services Compensation Scheme. There will be no right to cancel an agreement to purchase fund units under section 15 of the UK Financial Services Conduct of Business Sourcebook.
AMUNDI FUNDS EQUITY LATIN AMERICA, which is a sub-fund of Amundi Funds, has been recognised for public marketing in United Kingdom by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA).
The issuer of this document is Amundi, 90 Boulevard Pasteur, 75730 Cedex 15 - France, registered in France under number GP 04000036, authorised and regulated by the Autorité des
Marchés Financiers. This document is not a Prospectus. The offering of shares in Amundi Funds can only be made using the official Prospectus. The latest prospectus, the key investor
information document (“KIID”), the articles of incorporation as well as the annual and semi-annual reports are available free of charge from the facilitating agent (Amundi London Branch, 41
Lothbury, London EC2R 7HF, United-Kingdom) and on our website www.amundi.com. The latest available prospectus, more specifically on risk factors, as well as the KIID should be
consulted before considering any investment. The data source of this document is Amundi except otherwise mentioned. The date of these data is indicated under the mention MONTHLY
SYNTHESIS OF MANAGEMENT at the top of the document except otherwise mentioned. Warnings: Please read the Prospectus carefully before you invest. Remember that the capital value
and the income from investments may go down as well as up and that changes in rates of exchange between currencies may have a separate effect also causing the value of the
investments to decrease or to increase. Past performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance. Investors may not get back the amount they originally invested. Investors should
note that the securities and financial instruments contained herein may not be suitable for their investment objectives.
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The Overall Morningstar Rating is a weighted average of the performance figures for its 3-, 5- and 10-yr (if applicable) Morningstar Rating metrics. Morningstar, Inc.® 2014. All rights
reserved. The information contained herein; (1) is proprietary to Morningstar and/or its affiliates; (2) may not be copied or distributed; (3) is not warranted to be accurate, complete or timely.
Neither Morningstar nor its content providers are responsible for any damages or losses arising from any use of this information.
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